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Note Well

The brief summary:

- This summary is only meant to point you in the right direction, and doesn't have all the nuances. The IETF's IPR Policy is set forth in BCP 79; please read it carefully.
- By participating with the IETF, you agree to follow IETF processes.
- If you are aware that a contribution of yours (something you write, say, or discuss in any IETF context) is covered by patents or patent applications, you need to disclose that fact.
- You understand that meetings might be recorded and broadcast.

For further information:
- Talk to a chair, ask an Area Director, or review BCP 9 (on the Internet Standards Process), BCP 25 (on the Working Group processes), BCP 78 (on the IETF Trust), and BCP 79 (on Intellectual Property Rights in the IETF).
Agenda

• Administrivia: Blue sheets, minutes taker, jabber proxy,
• Note Well
• Agenda bashing

• Document status, chairs
• IPR declarations
• http://www.ietf.org/id/draft-ietf-paws-protocol-06.txt, Vince
• http://www.ietf.org/id/draft-wei-paws-database-discovery-02.txt, Wei
WG Doc status

Solution doc was in WGLC before the Berlin meeting
- No progress since then
- Agreement on spectrum profile encoding reached at the Berlin f2f could not be confirmed on the list
- During the discussion of that issue, 2 more issues were identified
- No consensus could be reached on those 3 issues on the list
- Progress requires rough consensus on these topics

WSDB discovery an individual submission
IPR declarations

• 2 IPR declarations received
• Does anyone has any problems with them?